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As a member of the editorial board, Dr. Stoll submitted two reviews to Quest in the last week. 

Quest's primary purpose is to publish manuscripts 1) that address issues and concerns relevant 

and meaningful to the field of kinesiology; 2) that are original research reports that address 

empirical questions that are contextualized within higher education and hold significance to a 

broad range of faculty and administrators in kinesiology; and 3) that provide a review of 

literature and/or research of interest to one or more sub-disciplines in kinesiology. 

 

Doctoral Candidate David Ruiz (Dr. Stoll’s 34th doctoral student) spent the summer at the 

Center for ETHICS* developing an instrument and collecting preliminary data on fundamental 

locomotor skills.  David was intentionally here at Idaho as an instructor for the Athletic Training 

MSAT summer program at the University of Idaho. 

 

Lisa Brown, Dr. Stoll’s 36th doctoral student, submitted her candidacy packet to her doctoral 

committee.  Lisa is a certified principal and is in residency in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

 

Drs. Stoll and Beller plus graduate students received word that two of their research proposals 

were accepted for fall presentations.  

 

Rice, M., Stoll, S. K., & Beller, J. (Accepted). Anti-fat bias in pre-professionals. Reno, NV: 

Western Society of Kinesiology and Wellness. 

Shaw, A. H., & Stoll, S. K. (Accepted). Disability: The inteconnection of beauty, body, and 

perception. Reno, NV: Western Society of Kinesiology and Wellness. 

Upcoming Events 

 

.RIGHT. WRONG 

The Center for ETHICS* at the University of Idaho 

offers study, intervention, outreach, consultation, and 

leadership in developing and advancing the theory, 

knowledge and understanding of character education 

including moral and ethical reasoning, moral 

development, ethical leadership, and ethical 

application. The Director of the Center for ETHICS* 

is Dr. Sharon Kay Stoll. 

Ethical Theory and Honor in 

Competition and Sport 

https://www.uidaho.edu/ed/mvsc/academics/at/msat
https://www.uidaho.edu/ed/mvsc/academics/at/msat
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Dr. Stoll and her 38th doctoral student, Aubrey Shaw will be presenting a webinar for SHAPE 

AMERICA’s webinar series “By You, For You” on August 9, 2017. This webinar will be the 

culmination of six months of preparation and over 20 hours of preparation. 

 

Shaw, A. H., & Stoll, S. K. (2017, August 9). Disability,play, and possibilities. Reston, VA: 

SHAPE AMERICA. 

Aubrey Shaw, Dr. Stoll’s 38th doctoral student, has accepted to present at the University of 

Idaho’s graduate school TA/RA orientation on August 18th, 2017. She will be collaborating with 

the Disability Support Services on campus.  

 

 Shaw, A. H., Dobbins, A., & Racich, L. (2017, August 18). Disability awareness: Language, 

resources, and considerations. Moscow, ID: University of Idaho. 

 

 

 


